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UM RESEARCHER'S FINDINGS MAY SAVE
TIME AND MONEY
By Julie Heath
Office of University Information
University of Montana
MISSOULA—
Preschool children with language disorders may not need so much treatment as
some clinicians have thought, says Barbara Bain, assistant professor of communication
sciences and disorders at the University of Montana.
Bain, who has researched the treatment of children's language disorders for
four years, was surprised to find that stopping treatment at the point that a
child responded correctly 50 percent of the time was just as effective as
continuing it until the problem was solved— and cutting treatment time short put
less strain on taxpayers, facilities and the children's families.
The procedure Bain uses in her research is to establish the desired behavior
and let maturation develop it.
Bain began her research while working for her doctorate at the University of
Washington,

She collaborates with Lesley Olswang, a UW professor, who is doing

similar research,
Bain has completed studies in three areas of the treatment of language
disorders and is working.on a fourth.

In each study, Bain works with a small

number of children who are in the language- learning stage between 2 and 6 years
of age.
(over)

UM researcher's findings--add one

The first study explored the effectiveness of various therapy materials.
Through pictures and object manipulation, Bain attempted to find what most
stimulates children to learn and concluded that different children learn best
with different materials.
During this time, she also began to try to discover the point at which
progress could proceed independently of therapy.
The results of the second study convinced Bain that treatment could often
be withdrawn when the client was producing the desired behavior 50 percent of the
time, and progress would continue through natural growth.

Prior research had

recommended achieving up to 75 percent correct response, and most clinicians
aimed for 90-100 percent before withdrawing therapy.
The procedure Bain used in reaching this conclusion included treating a
"target," or specific problem, until the 50 percent correct response goal was
obtained*

Bain then withdrew treatment on that target and began therapy on

another target.

Occasionally checking up on the first target, Bain found it necessary

to reintroduce treatment in only one of four cases*
She emphasizes, however, that results will vary depending on the age of the
child when treatment was introduced.
The third study focused on methods of measuring results.

While a child may

say treatment words correctly at the clinic, the words are not always used in
day-to-day situations.

Bain also attempted to elicit non-treatment words from

the children, and with the help of their parents, obtained everyday language samples.
She found that the words produced in everyday conversation did reflect the children's
performances at the clinic.

(more)
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Currently, Bain is experimenting with ways to encourage children to use
the words practiced in therapy on their own.

She is also trying to determine what

types of children benefit from what types of treatment„
If a child still has problems when the research is completed, he or she may
be enrolled in regular therapy.
"Clients are not just treated as subjects and forgotten when the research
project ends,"

Bain said, and she tries to do a follow-up on each dismissed

child.
Next, Bain would like to begin research to determine the best time to begin
treatment.

She also hopes to study treatment of language disorders in school-age

children.
In her research Bain uses the facilities of the Speech, Hearing and Language
Clinic operated by the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders--but
she will have to find additional support in the form of research grants if her
studies are to continue,,
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